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ABSTRACT
We investigate the effect of magnetic helicity on the stability of buoyant magnetic cavities as found in the
intergalactic medium. In these cavities we insert helical magnetic fields and test whether or not helicity can
increase their stability to shredding through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and, with that, their life time.
This is compared to the case of an external vertical magnetic field which is known to reduce the growth rate of
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. By comparing a low-helicity configuration with a high helicity one with the
same magnetic energy we find that an internal helical magnetic field stabilizes the cavity. This effect increases
as we increase the helicity content. Stabilizing the cavity with an external magnetic field requires instead a
significantly stronger field at higher magnetic energy. We conclude that the presence of helical magnetic fields
is a viable mechanism to explain the stability of intergalactic cavities on time scales longer than 100Myr.
Subject headings: intergalactic medium, magnetic helicity, hydromagnetic stability
1. INTRODUCTION
Intergalactic hot cavities have been observed to em-
anate from galactic disks in clusters of galaxies (e.g.
Carilli et al. (1994); Carilli & Taylor (2002); Taylor et al.
(2002); Churazov et al. (2001); Bıˆrzan et al. (2004);
McNamara & Nulsen (2007); Montmerle (2011)). Simi-
lar but different structures have been observed also around
our Galaxy, they are named Fermi Bubbles (Su et al. 2010)
and their formation mechanism is still elusive (Yang et al.
2018). Observations seem to indicate that such intergalactic
structures form as consequences of radio jets emanated
by supermassive black holes or by active galactic nuclei
(AGN) and their interaction with extragalactic plasma. These
AGN-inflated radio bubbles in the intergalagtic medium are
seen in X-ray images of galaxy clusters. A shock is produced
as the jet penetrates the surrounding medium, and, in order to
achieve pressure equilibrium, the jet material expands leading
to the formation of a low-density cavity. Bubbles at 10 kpc
from the galactic center are found to be at least a factor of 3
less dense than the surrounding medium.
These hot cavities propagate through the intergalactic
medium where they are subject to magnetohydrodynami-
cal instabilities, such as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, and in particular, the Kelvin–
Helmholtz (KH) instability, after which turbulent mixing oc-
curs. However, estimates of their life time using their terminal
velocity (e.g. Bıˆrzan et al. (2004)) suggests that they survive
significantly longer than they should (of the order of 10Myr-
100Myr).
The intergalactic medium can be modeled as
high-conductivity plasma. Chandrasekhar (1961);
Sharma & Srivastava (1968) showed analytically how in
the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the velocity the
KH instability is suppressed. However, a perpendicular field
has no effect on the growth of the modes. The effect of an
external magnetic field on the stability of the cavities has
been subject of several studies (e.g. Robinson et al. 2004).
However, the interiors of these cavities may be magnetized
too. This is possible, for instance, if the jet responsible for
their inflation is magnetized. Also, there is the possibility
that the turbulent motions arising during the generation of the
cavities may amplify the magnetic field in its interior through
e.g. a dynamo effect. The hypothesis of a helical magnetic
field lying inside these bubbles appears justified also in
light of results showing that AGN jets are characterized by
helical magnetic fields (Li et al. 2006; Tang 2008; Gabuzda
2018). If this field contains magnetic helicity, it is stable
on diffusive times, i.e. the energy and topology change
insignificantly during this period (e.g., Del Sordo et al. 2010;
Candelaresi & Brandenburg 2011).
If such an internal field was not stretched throughout the
cavity boundaries where the KH instability occurs, it would
have no immediate effect on the instability and we would
not see a direct suppression of it. However, as the instabil-
ity grows and leaves the linear regime, it can potentially be
anyway suppressed at this later stage.
Intergalactic cavities have been simulated in the past and
different effects were considered in order to understand their
evolution and stability. For instance, Bru¨ggen (2003) studied
the cooling behavior in buoyant bubbles in galactic clusters,
where there is a significant growth of the KH instability. The
inflation process of the bubble also plays a role in determin-
ing the bubble’s stability. Pizzolato & Soker (2006) illustrated
how the initial deceleration and drag, albeit unable to prevent
the disruption of a bubble, may significantly lengthen a cav-
ity’s lifetime, and Sternberg & Soker (2008) proposed such
dynamics as the explanation for long-lasting cavities to ex-
ist. Braithwaite (2010) studied the magnetohydrodynamic re-
laxation of AGN ejecta, finding that the time scale on which
the bubble reaches an equilibrium depends on the magnetiza-
2tion and the helicity of the outflow. It should be noted how-
ever, that this study did not include the effect of buoyancy.
Subsequently, Gourgouliatos et al. (2010) studied the prob-
lem with both analytical and numerical approaches, finding
that the presence of both poloidal and toroidal components of
the magnetic field in intergalagtic cavities does indeed induce
stability. Liu et al. (2008) showed how the ratio of the toroidal
to poloidal magnetic field of the bubble determines the di-
rection of bubble expansion and propagation, which can de-
velop asymmetries about its propagation axis. Dong & Stone
(2009) studied the effect of magnetic fields and anisotropic
viscosity, finding that a critical role for the evolution of the
bubble is played by the initial field geometry, and that toroidal
field loops initially located inside the bubble are the best op-
tion to reproduce the observed cavity structures.
Vogt & Enßlin (2005) observed how the typical length scale
of magnetic fields in the Hydra A cluster is smaller than the
typical bubble size, therefore concluding that the scenario of
an uniform external field is not supported. Based on this
result, Ruszkowski et al. (2007) studied the effect of a ran-
dom magnetic field, taking into account both the helical and
non-helical cases. They argued that when the gas pressure is
higher than the magnetic pressure, that is for high plasma β
(∼ 40 in their case), a random helical magnetic field cannot
stabilize the bubble. Still, they could not exclude that stabi-
lization is taking place if plasma β is locally lower inside the
intergalactic cavities. On the other hand, Jones & De Young
(2005) found with 2D simulations that micro Gauss magnetic
fields can stabilize these bubbles. In general, the evolution of
the helicity of extragalactic bubbles and its interaction with
the intergalactic medium, after the bubble’s inflation and de-
tachement from the jet, have been only marginally studied
and they are not yet well understood, especially in three di-
mensions. Therefore, further investigation is needed, and the
research we here present intends to be a step in this direction.
The aim of this work is to investigate the stabilizing effects
of internal helical magnetic fields on the intergalactic cavities
where they may be harbored. Moreover, we aim at comparing
their stabilizing effect to that of a homogeneous external ver-
tical field to evaluate whether a similar stabilizing effect may
be attained with weaker fields. This work is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2 we illustrate the model we implemented; In
Section 3 we discuss the effect of an internal helical magnetic
field for two different kinds of initial magnetic field; In Sec-
tion 4 we show the effect of an external magnetic field; and in
Section 5 we draw some conclusions and implications of this
work.
2. MODEL
Our model set-up consists of a hot under-dense bubble em-
bedded in a stably stratified medium with gravity. This bub-
ble rises through buoyancy, which leads to shear with the
surrounding stationary medium and the onset of the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability on the bubble’s surface. Our goal is to
study how the stability of the bubble depends on the pres-
ence of magnetic fields. Therefore, concerning the stability
of the bubbles we will consider four cases: (i) purely hydro-
dynamical case, (ii) internal ABC helical magnetic field, (iii)
internal spheromak magnetic field, and (iv) external vertical
magnetic field. The last scenario has already been studied for
the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability for incompressible and com-
pressible media by Chandrasekhar (1961) and here we will
use it as reference. Cases (ii) and (iii) will be further subdi-
vided into a high-helicity and low-helicity case, while for case
(iv) we will take into account strong and weak external field
cases.
2.1. Governing Equations
To approach this problem and to provide a quantita-
tive assessment we make use of direct numerical simula-
tions, that we perform with the public code PENCILCODE
(https://github.com/pencil-code). This code is
particularly suitable for our study since it avoids using the
magnetic field B as primary variable and instead uses its
vector potential A, hence ensuring the fields stay solenoidal
throughout the simulations. Moreover it allows to quantify
the magnetic helicity H =
∫
A · B dV , where the integral
is calculated over the whole computational domain. For our
study we require an ideally conducting viscous medium. This
is governed by the resistive magnetohydrodynamics equation
together with the energy (temperature) equation:
∂A
∂t
=u×B + η∇2A, (1)
Du
Dt
=−c2s∇
(
lnT
γ
+ ln ρ
)
+
J ×B
ρ
−g + F visc, (2)
D ln ρ
Dt
=−∇ · u, (3)
∂ lnT
∂t
=−u ·∇ lnT − (γ − 1)∇ · u
+
1
ρcvT
(
∇ · (K∇T ) + ηJ2
+2ρνS⊗ S+ ζρ(∇ · u)2
)
, (4)
with the magnetic vector potential A, magnetic field B =
∇×A, fluid velocity u, constant magnetic resistivity (diffu-
sivity) η, advective derivative D/Dt = ∂/∂t+ u ·∇, sound
speed cs = γp/ρ, adiabatic index γ = cp/cv, heat capaci-
ties cp and cv at constant pressure and volume, temperature
T , density ρ, electric current density J = ∇ × B, gravita-
tional acceleration g, viscous force F visc, heat conductivity
K and the bulk viscosity ζ. The viscous force is given as
F visc = ρ
−1
∇ · 2νρS, with the traceless rate of strain tensor
Sij =
1
2 (ui,j + uj,i)−
1
3δij∇ · u. The equation of state used
here is for the ideal monatomic gas and it appears implicitly
in our equations, as we eliminated pressure p. Here the gas is
monatomic with γ = 5/3.
Our side boundaries (xy) are chosen to be periodic, while
the bottom is closed (u · n = 0) and the top open. This
allows for fluxes outwards. For the magnetic field the vertical
boundaries are set to open, allowing for magnetic flux.
As simulation domain we choose a box of size 2.4 × 2.4
in the horizontal (xy) plane and 9.6 in the vertical (z), using
480× 480× 1920meshpoints.
In order to reduce resistive magnetic helicity decay we
choose a value of the magnetic resistivity as low as the res-
olution allows. Here we set it to η = 3 × 10−4. Viscosity
is either set to ν = 1 × 10−3 or to ν = 2 × 10−4 to check
that the overall behavior of the simulation does not depend on
this parameter which prevents any accumulation of turbulent
energy at small scales.
With the viscosity and magnetic resistivity we can then
3compute our Reynolds numbers:
Re=
umaxd
ν
(5)
ReM=
umaxd
η
, (6)
with the maximum velocity umax and bubble diameter d =
1.6.
2.2. Initial Thermodynamic Conditions
As initial condition we choose a stably stratified atmo-
sphere in which we place an under-dense hot cavity of spher-
ical shape.
This can be found as part of the PENCILCODE under src/
initial_condition/bubbles_init.f90. The sta-
ble atmosphere obeys the hydrostatic equilibrium
ρg = −∇p, (7)
with the gravitational acceleration in negative z-direction
g. Our model atmosphere extends in the z-direction which
makes the gradient a derivative in z and we can rewrite equa-
tion (7) as
ρg = −
dp
dz
. (8)
Density, pressure and temperature are related through the
ideal gas law
p =
R
µ
ρT, (9)
where µ is the mass of one mol of gas and R =
8.31JK−1mol−1 is the ideal gas constant. With the ideal
gas law we can express the hydrostatic equilibrium as
µg
R
dz
T
= −
dp
p
(10)
The gas is chosen to be adiabatic, i.e.
p1−γT γ = const., (11)
which leads to the relation
dp
p
=
γ
γ − 1
dT
T
. (12)
With equation (10) we can write
dT
dz
= −
γ − 1
γ
µg
R
. (13)
We now integrate this equation and obtain
T = −
γ − 1
γ
µg
R
z + T0, (14)
where T0 is the temperature at an arbitrary height z0.
We now choose this height to be the isothermal scale height
z0 =
RT0
µg
. (15)
This is justified if we assume that the gas is in isothermal equi-
librium at z0, which is a common assumption for the adiabatic
atmosphere. Our temperature profile obtains now the form:
T (z) = T0
(
1−
γ − 1
γ
z
z0
)
. (16)
With the temperature profile and equation (12) we can com-
pute the pressure profile to
p(z) = p0
(
1−
γ − 1
γ
z
z0
)γ/(γ−1)
. (17)
Taking equation (8) we can also compute the density profile
to
ρ(z) = ρ0
(
1−
γ − 1
γ
z
z0
)1/(γ−1)
. (18)
For the cavity we choose a radius of 0.8 and place it cen-
trally in x and y and at 0.8 in z. Its initial peak temperature is
Tcavity = 4 and density ρcavity = 0.25. In order to avoid sud-
den wave formation we apply (sharp) smoothing for Tcavity
and ρcavity near the edges using a tanh profile that match the
surrounding values. With that the temperature and density is
constant up to ca. 72% of the radius of the cavity.
This should be contrasted to the surroundingmediumwhich
is stably stratified with gravitational acceleration of g = 0.1.
For that we choose z0 = 4, ρ0 = 1 and T0 = 1 such that the
cavity is in approximate pressure balance with its surrounding
medium and its expansion or compression is insignificant.
2.3. Initial Magnetic Condition 1: ABC Field
For the simulations that include a magnetic field inside
the bubble we consider two kinds of initial magnetic condi-
tions. In the first case we insert a helical magnetic field of the
Arnold-Beltrami-Childress (ABC) flow type:
A = f(r)A0
(
cos((y − ycavity)k) + sin((z − zcavity)k)
cos((z − zcavity)k) + sin((x− xcavity)k)
cos((x− xcavity)k) + sin((y − ycavity)k)
)
,
(19)
with the function
f(r) = 1− (r/rb)
nsmooth (20)
that makes sure that the magnetic field vanishes outside
the bubble without any strong current sheets. Here r =√
(x− xcavity)2 + (y − ycavity)2 + (z − zcavity)2 and rb is
the radius of the bubble. We use as smoothing coefficient
nsmooth = 2. For values of r > rb we set the field to 0.
Taking the curl we obtain B = kA. The magnetic en-
ergy scales like A20k
2, while the magnetic helicity scales like
A20k. By inversely scaling the amplitude A0 and the inverse
scale k we can change the magnetic helicity while keeping the
magnetic energy fixed. For our low-helicity set up we choose
A0 = 2.5 × 10
−2 and k = 20. For the high helicity case we
chooseA0 = 0.1 and k = 5. For simplicity we will occasion-
ally writeH = 1 andH = 4 for the two cases.
2.4. Initial Magnetic Condition 2: Spheromak Field
To make sure our results are not dependent on a specific
initial geometry of the internal magnetic field, but only the
topology described by the amount of magnetic helicity, we
perform a second set of simulations that make use of a sphero-
mak magnetic field. For that we use the form given by
Aly & Amari (2012). There the magnetic field is given in
spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ), with origin at the bubble’s cen-
4ter, as
B=2A0
g(αr)
(αr)2
cos (θ)eˆr
−A0
g′(αr)
αr
sin (θ)eˆθ
+A0
g(αr)
αr
sin (θ)eˆφ, (21)
with α = τ/rb. The function g is given as
g(t) =
t2
τ2
−
3
τ sin (t)
(
sin (t)
t
− cos (t)
)
(22)
and its derivative as
g′(t) =
2t
τ2
−
3
τ sin (t)
(
−
sin (t)
t2
+
cos (t)
t
+ sin (t)
)
,
(23)
with τ being the zeros of the equation g(τ) = 0 that can
be calculated numerically to τ1 = 5.763, τ2 = 9.095,
τ3 = 12.229, τ4 = 15.515 and τ5 = 18.689 for the first
five roots. We then perform the transformation into Cartesian
coordinates using the relations
Bx=Br(x − xcavity)/r
+Bθ(x− xcavity)(z − zcavity)/(rxyr)
−Bφ(y − ycavity)/rxy (24)
By =Br(y − ycavity)/rb
+Bθ(y − ycavity)(z − zcavity)/(rxyr)
+Bφ(x− xcavity)/rxy (25)
Bz =Br(z − zcavity)/rb −Bθrxy/r (26)
with rxy =
√
(x− xcavity)2 + (y − ycavity)2.
Aly & Amari (2012) derived this field for a cylindrically
symmetric force balance between magnetic and pressure
forces solving the Grad–Shafranov equation. However, we
notice that in our case the hydrostatic pressure is not constant
in space. Nevertheless, since the pressure deviation from p0 is
of the order of 0.5%we assume it to be constant in our bubble.
We restrict the field within the bubble by setting it to 0 out-
side. We can do this, as the field naturally and smoothly van-
ishes at r = rb without generating any strong surface cur-
rents. To obtain the magnetic vector potential to this field we
solve the equation∇2A = −∇×B in Fourier space, where
we use the Coulomb gauge (∇ · A = 0) and the fact that
the field is periodic, since it vanishes at the boundaries. A
rendering of the magnetic field can be seen in Figure 1.
2.5. Initial Magnetic Condition 3: Vertical Field
The third magnetic case we take into consideration is that
of an initial vertical magnetic field
B = B0ez (27)
whereB0 is the initial amplitude of the field in the entire com-
putational domain.
2.6. Test Cases
For a fair comparison, and a quantitative evaluation of the
role of magnetic fields in the three cases described in Sections
2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, we first perform calculations of a purely hy-
drodynamical case with no magnetic fields. We compare this
FIG. 1.— Rendering of two magnetic field lines for the spheromak initial
condition.
with the two cases with an internal magnetic field within the
cavities. The two ABC cases have almost the same magnetic
energy of Em = 0.2182, while the two spheromak cases have
energies ofEm = 0.264 for the high helicity andEm = 0.189
for the low helicity case. This difference is a result from the
adjustments of the parameters that are chosen such to match
the magnetic helicity content of the ABC case as closely as
possible, while keeping the difference with the magnetic en-
ergy minimal. Here the high helicity case as a four times
larger magnetic helicity content. An overview over the pa-
rameters used in the simulations is show in Table 1. With
these initial conditions we can compute the plasma β where
the magnetic field is strongest using
β = min
(
2(RρT/µ)
B2
)
. (28)
We compute this to be β ≈ 0.6 for the helical ABC cases and
β = 0.44 for the high helicity spheromak and β = 0.038 for
the low helicity spheromak case. However, we have to notice
that this is the minimum value β attains in our model since,
with the presence of magnetic null points within the domain,
β is not constant and even diverges at some points. In the
external field cases we have instead β = 20 (weak field) and
β = 1.25 (strong field).
2.7. Unit Conversions
We choose the conversion rate from code units to physi-
cal units such that the dimensions of the setups correspond to
physically observed numbers in the intergalactic medium (see
Table 2).
With these code unit conversions our set up has a size
of Lxy = 24kpc horizontally and Lz = 96kpc verti-
cally. The cavity has a radius of rb = 8kpc with a den-
sity of ρb = 2.5× 10
−26 g cm−3 and temperature of Tb =
4× 106K. The surroundingmedium at z = 0 has a density of
ρ0 = 1× 10
−25 g cm−3 and temperature of T0 = 1× 10
6 K.
On the system acts the gravitational acceleration of g =
3.0985× 10−7 cm s−2. Our simulations then run between
5Model B(A0) Hm ν η k/τ Re ReM
hydro - - 10−3 - - 960 -
hydro2 - - 2× 10−4 - - 4800 -
hel l 0.025 1 10−3 3× 10−4 20 1280 4200
hel h 0.1 4 10−3 3× 10−4 5 1280 4200
hel l2 0.025 1 2× 10−4 3× 10−4 20 5600 3700
hel h2 0.1 4 2× 10−4 3× 10−4 5 6400 4200
sph l 6.39 1 2× 10−4 3× 10−4 21.85 7200 4800
sph h 1.7 4 2× 10−4 3× 10−4 5.76 11000 7500
ex low 0.2 0 10−3 3× 10−4 - 320 1000
ex high 0.8 0 10−3 3× 10−4 - 320 1000
TABLE 1
LIST OF SIMULATIONS WITH PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY: THE
MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY, MEASURED BY THE PARAMETERA0 IN
EQUATION (19), THE MAGNETIC HELICITYHm , THE VISCOSITY ν , THE
MAGNETIC DIFFUSIVITY η, THE PARAMETER k OF THE ABC FLOW IN
EQUATION (19) (PARAMETER τ OF THE SPHEROMAK CONFIGURATION IN
EQUATION (21)), THE REYNOLDS NUMBER Re AND THE MAGNETIC
REYNOLDS NUMBER ReM , AS DEFINED IN EQUATIONS (5) AND (6).
one code unit of physical unit
length 10 kpc
time 10Myr
density 10−25 g cm−3
temperature 106 K
magnetic field 10−4 G
TABLE 2
CODE UNIT CONVERSION TABLE.
200Myr and 250Myr. The amplitude of the magnetic field
is between B0 = 2.5× 10
−6G and B0 = 6.39× 10
−4G
For the viscosity we obtain ν = 3.0172× 1027 cm2 s−1 and
resistivity η = 9.0516× 1026 cm2 s−1.
3. EFFECT OF AN INTERNAL HELICAL MAGNETIC FIELD
3.1. Non-magnetic test case
The first case we take into account is the the purely hy-
drodynamical one, to which we will compare the simulations
including magnetic fields. As the cavity rises the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability acts on its interface with the surround-
ing medium and eventually affects the entire cavity by non-
linear Kelvin–Helmholtz instability induced turbulent mixing,
as illustrated in the left panels of Figure 2, Figure 3 and Fig-
ure 4.
3.2. ABC Configuration
We then perform two different simulations including an
ABC helical magnetic field (see Section 2.3) inside the cavity.
There it becomes evident that magnetic helicity contributes to
keep the cavity in a significantly more coherent state and pre-
vents its disruption, provided a minimum amount of helicity
is present in the field. This is evident from the central and left
panels of Figure 2, showing two helical cases: the amount of
magnetic helicity in the simulation shown in the right panel is
4 times larger than that in the central panel.
In order to make it easier to compare our results with obser-
vations we create artificial emission measures, assuming an
optically thin medium. We place the observer along the y axis
at an infinite distance. The emission measureE is then simply
the line integral of the temperature to the fourth power
E(x, z) =
∫
T 4 dy. (29)
Similar to the slices plotted in Figure 2, we observe from the
emission measures (Figure 3) an increased stability when a
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FIG. 2.— Slices through the simulation domain showing the temperature
distribution at final times (t = 20) for the purely hydrodynamical case (left),
and for the magnetic scenario with ABC field in the weak helicity case (cen-
ter) and strong helicity case (right). They corresponds to models hydro, hel l
and hel h in table Table 1.
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FIG. 3.— Emission measure at final times (t = 20) for the purely hydro-
dynamical case (left), and for the magnetic scenario with ABC field in the
weak helicity case (center) and strong helicity case (right). They correspond
to models hydro, hel l and hel h in table Table 1.
helical magnetic field is present.
We can also observe this behavior in the volume render-
ing of the temperature (Figure 4). While the purely hydro-
dynamical case (left panel) and the low-helicity case (center)
disintegrate after two bubble diameter crossings, the strongly
helical case (right) remains largely intact. Furthermore, in the
purely hydrodynamical case, the temperature remains sym-
metric about the central axis of the domain, as expected from
6FIG. 4.— Volume rendering of the temperature of the magnetic cavity for the hydrodynamical case (left), low magnetic helicity (center) and high magnetic
helicity (right) at t = 20 for the ABC configuration. It is evident that magnetic helicity plays a role in determining the topology of the cavity. In particular, the
symmetry seen in the hydrodynamical case is broken when magnetic helicity is non-zero. Note that the four-fingers asymmetry in the hydrodynamical case is
due to the geometry and finite size of the computational domain.
symmetry properties of our configuration. This is in agree-
ment with simulations of Ruszkowski et al. (2007) as well as
Dong & Stone (2009), who both produced perfectly symmet-
ric configurations in the hydrodynamical case. Conversely,
the disruption of the cavity in the low-helicity case develops a
very asymmetric, chaotic structure. Also in the high-helicity
case, although the disruption is only marginal, we can still
observe an asymmetric evolution of the cavity.
To test the stability of the cavities we measure their coher-
ence. In order to do so, we start by defining the space filled by
the cavity as the loci for which log10(T ) > 1.5. We choose
this threshold because the surrounding cold medium has a sig-
nificantly lower temperature and in the simulated times we
do not observe a high enough temperature diffusion or con-
duction that would reduce the cavity temperature below this
value. We then measure the mean distance dmean of all the
points in the cavity
dmean = 〈|rcavity − rCM|〉, (30)
where rCM is the position vector to the center of mass defined
as
rCM =
∫
log
10
(T )>1.5 TrdV∫
log
10
(T )>1.5 TdV
, (31)
where rcavity is the position vector to a point within the cavity,
i.e. log10(T ) > 1.5, and we take the average over the entire
domain. We can therefore study the evolution of dmean with
time. Since some of the bubbles rise at different speeds, due
to the different magnetohydrodynamicparameters of different
models, we can also study the behavior of dmean as function
of the height reached by the bubble, i.e. by its center of mass.
For that we also compute the mean height of the bubbles as
zmean = 〈|zcavity − zCM|〉, (32)
where we use the loci for which log10(T ) > 1.5, similar as
we do for dmean.
Figure 5 (upper panel) depicts dmean as function of zmean in
our simulations. We observe that without a magnetic field the
cavity is dispersed without reaching far away from its starting
position. An internal magnetic field with a low helicity con-
tent (model hel l in Table 1) does not improve significantly
the stability for almost the whole simulation, but it has a sta-
bilizing effect towards the end. However, an internal field
with higher magnetic helicity (model hel h in Table 1), and
the same magnetic energy has some clear positive effect on
the bubble’s stability. In this latter case we observe a rela-
tively stable rise throughout. Figure 5 (lower panel) depicts
instead the time evolution of dmean. Here too it is evident
how the strong-helical case is the most stable, whilst the low
helical one only marginally stabilizes the cavity. From Fig-
ure 5 we can see that high helicity stabilizes the cavity for at
least 250Myr, whilst the hydrodynamical case and the low-
helicity case disrupt after about 100Myr.
3.3. Behavior at Higher Reynolds Number
We test the effect of a higher fluid Reynolds number on our
results by performing simulations with a lower viscosity, ν =
2×10−4 for the hydrodynamical and the helical cases (models
hydro2, hel l2, and hel h2 in table Table 1). There we observe
a clearer onset of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. However,
the coherence measure does not change significantly for any
of the models compared to the lowReynolds number case, and
the relative behavior between the hydrodynamical case and
the two cases with internal helical magnetic fields resembles
that obtained with higher viscosity (Figure 6). Therefore, this
confirms our results in the lower Reynolds number regime.
3.4. Spheromak Configuration
In order to eliminate effects from the particular geometry
of the magnetic field, we test the stabilizing properties of the
spheromak magnetic field configuration from equation (21).
To obtain a fair comparison with the ABC field case, we want
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FIG. 5.— Coherence measure dmean of the cavities in dependence of the
mean height (upper panel) and time (lower panel) for the hydrodynamical,
weak and strong-helicity ABC cases and weak and strong external field cases.
We clearly observe that a large amount of magnetic helicity increases the cav-
ities’ stability. A comparable effect can only be obtained with a substantially
stronger external magnetic field, but such a field inhibits the ascent of the
bubble in the intergalactic medium. The case of very strong external paral-
lel field keeps the bubble very stable, but it completely obstructs its ascent,
hence keeping it confined in the lowest part of the domain. Note that the
high helicity and strong external field simulations continue well beyond the
plotted time limit.
to analyze a scenario with the same amount of magnetic en-
ergy and magnetic helicity. To do so, we choose appropriate
values for the field amplitude and parameter τ , which in this
case plays the same role of the parameter k for the ABC field.
Since we have two degrees of freedom we can match both,
the magnetic energy and the helicity contents, so that our low
(high) helicity spheromak configuration has almost the same
magnetic energy and helicity as the low (high) helicity ABC
configuration (see sph l and sph h in Table 1).
From the parameters in Table 1 we can see that our sphero-
mak simulations belong to a high Re and ReM scenario. Since
the parameters ν and η are the same used in the high Reynolds
number cases for the ABC field we can deduce that higher val-
ues of umax are reached. Due to these localized high veloci-
ties of the gas that we attribute to local currents, we are able
to run the high-helicity simulation only to a simulation time
of ca. 9. Nevertheless, this gives us enough data to confirm
the results obtained through the ABC configuration. That is,
a high magnetic helicity internal magnetic field can stabilize
the bubbles.
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FIG. 6.— Coherence measure dmean of the cavities for the high fluid
Reynolds number cases in dependence of time for the hydrodynamical, weak
and strong helicity ABC case. The weak helicity case differs from the the
hydro case in the last part of the simulation. The strong helicity case shows
a clear increase of the bubble stability, confirming our low Reynolds number
results.
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FIG. 7.— Slices through the simulation domain showing the temperature
distribution at times (t = 8) for the purely hydrodynamical case (left), weak
helicity spheromak case (center) and strong helicity spheromak case (right)
(models hydro, sph l and sph h in table Table 1).
We observe this stabilizing effect from the slices of the
temperature (Figure 7) and the emission measure (Figure 8).
The high helicity spheromak case clearly stays more stable.
From the coherence calculations depicted in Figure 9, where
we compare the hydrodynamical case with the low and high
helicity spheromak cases, this stabilizing effect is evident as
well, which is clearly visible in the high-helicity configura-
tion. Conversely, the low-helicity configuration is character-
ized by a coherence similar to the hydrodynamic case. How-
ever, from the lower panel of Figure 9 we notice how in the
low-helicity case the bubble can reach higher parts of the do-
main.
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FIG. 8.— Emission measure at times (t = 8) for the purely hydrody-
namical case (left), weak helicity spheromak case (center) and strong helicity
spheromak case (right). They corresponds to models hydro, sph l and sph h
in table Table 1.
4. EFFECT OF AN EXTERNAL PARALLEL MAGNETIC FIELD
From Chandrasekhar (1961) and Sharma & Srivastava
(1968) we know that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is
suppressed by a magnetic field that is aligned (parallel) to
the velocity. Comparing equation (13) in chapter IV from
Chandrasekhar (1961) with our induction equation (1) we ob-
serve that we can identify ourB withH and the magnetic re-
sistivity η has the same definition and the permeability µ = 1
in our formulation.
With that we can write the equation (205) in chapter XI
from Chandrasekhar (1961) as
B2 ≥ 2pi(u1 − u2)
2(ρ1ρ2)/(ρ1 + ρ2), (33)
which gives us a criterion for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
to be entirely suppressed for a two-layer system with densities
ρ1 and ρ2 and velocities u1 and u2. For our hydrodynamic
simulations we observe a velocity difference of ca. 0.5, while
our densities are 1 (surrounding medium) and 0.25 (hot cav-
ity). With that we estimate the magnetic field strength paral-
lel to the velocity to be ca. 0.56 for suppressing the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability.
Here we present the evolution of such a cavity with B =
0.8ez and one with B = 0.2ez . That is, one will exhibit
Kelvin-Helmholtz suppression at all scales, while the other
will not. For a field that is strong enough for suppression we
are in a situation with little buoyancy, that is zmean remains
approximately constant in time (Figure 5). It is worth notic-
ing that both these cases with a magnetic field along ez have
a total magnetic energy between one and two order of magni-
tude higher than the helical cases.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have examined the possibility that a he-
lical magnetic field may play a key role in the stability of
extragalactic bubbles, similar to the Fermi bubbles observed
raising from the midplane of our Galaxy in the intergalac-
tic medium. This hypothesis appears justified, because these
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FIG. 9.— Coherence measure dmean of the cavities for the high fluid
Reynolds number and hydrodynamical case, low and high magnetic helicity
spheromak cases in dependence of mean height (upper panel) and time (lower
panel). Although the high helicity simulation stops at time 9 we can still
clearly see that an internal helical magnetic field stabilizes the bubbles and
prevents their timely disruption. A small amount of helicity is clearly not
sufficient.
bubbles are thought to be inflated by AGN or from jets com-
ing from the galactic center. Such jets have been observed to
be characterized by helical magnetic fields, which is a con-
sequence of the rotation of strong magnetic field from their
sources. Since magnetic helicity is conserved in a high-
conductivity medium, such as the intergalactic medium, it
is reasonable to think the bubbles raising in the intergalactic
medium to retain their helical magnetic field. As we used pa-
rameters that can be compared to measurements from the in-
tergalactic medium we can directly draw an analogy between
our simulations and observations.
For the purely hydrodynamical case we observe a longer
stability (ca. 80Myr) than has been predicted for bubbles in
the intergalactic medium, although with an increase of ca.
50% in the coherence measure dmean. While a parallel mag-
netic field is known to suppress the Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bility, for the case of intergalactic magnetic cavities the field
strength would need to be rather large. Here we have shown
that we can exploit the stability properties of magnetically he-
lical structures to keep these cavities from disrupting, with a
much smaller magnetic energy content.
We used a general helical magnetic field in the form of
the ABC flow that fills a bubble raising through buoyancy in
9an otherwise stably stratified medium. We quantify the dis-
ruption of the bubble by measuring the parameter dmean, the
mean distance of all the points contained in it. We observed
that this bubble is stabilized and does not develop a Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability in the interface with the surrounding
medium if the magnetic field is sufficiently helical. We es-
timated that a helical field with maximum strength of the or-
der of 10−5G can stabilize the bubble over a time scale of
about 250Myr. Here we see that during that time the high
helicity case never exceeds a value of dmean twice its initial
value. Conversely, a less helical magnetic field, with a total
magnetic helicity 4 times lower, cannot keep the bubble stable
and this case exhibits a disruption similar to the non-magnetic
case. In the low-helicity and hydrodynamic cases dmean in-
creases by more than twice its initial value.
To verify that our results do not depend on a specific ini-
tial geometry, we performed additional simulations using a
different initial magnetic field filling the bubble. We used a
spheromak field with the same initial content of magnetic en-
ergy and helicities. By evaluating the coherence measure of
the bubble we showed how the overall evolution of the system
is similar to the ABC cases, hence showing the important role
played by magnetic helicity.
Therefore, based on the results here presented, we propose
that an internal helical magnetic field is a viable explanation
of intergalactic bubble stability, requiring only relatively low
magnetic energies compared to the external magnetic field hy-
pothesis.
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